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Abstract
Oscillations are omnipresent in neural population signals, like multi-unit recordings, EEG/
MEG, and the local field potential. They have been linked to the population firing rate of
neurons, with individual neurons firing in a close-to-irregular fashion at low rates. Using a
combination of mean-field and linear response theory we predict the spectra generated in a
layered microcircuit model of V1, composed of leaky integrate-and-fire neurons and based
on connectivity compiled from anatomical and electrophysiological studies. The model
exhibits low- and high-γ oscillations visible in all populations. Since locally generated fre-
quencies are imposed onto other populations, the origin of the oscillations cannot be
deduced from the spectra. We develop an universally applicable systematic approach that
identifies the anatomical circuits underlying the generation of oscillations in a given net-
work. Based on a theoretical reduction of the dynamics, we derive a sensitivity measure
resulting in a frequency-dependent connectivity map that reveals connections crucial for
the peak amplitude and frequency of the observed oscillations and identifies the minimal
circuit generating a given frequency. The low-γ peak turns out to be generated in a sub-cir-
cuit located in layer 2/3 and 4, while the high-γ peak emerges from the inter-neurons in
layer 4. Connections within and onto layer 5 are found to regulate slow rate fluctuations.
We further demonstrate how small perturbations of the crucial connections have significant
impact on the population spectra, while the impairment of other connections leaves the
dynamics on the population level unaltered. The study uncovers connections where mech-
anisms controlling the spectra of the cortical microcircuit are most effective.
Author Summary
Recordings of brain activity show multiple coexisting oscillations. The generation of these
oscillations has so far only been investigated in generic one- and two-population networks,
neglecting their embedment into larger systems. We introduce a method that determines
the mechanisms and sub-circuits generating oscillations in structured spiking networks.
Analyzing a multi-layered model of the cortical microcircuit, we trace back characteristic
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oscillations to experimentally observed connectivity patterns. The approach exposes the
influence of individual connections on frequency and amplitude of these oscillations and
therefore reveals locations, where biological mechanisms controlling oscillations and
experimental manipulations have the largest impact. The new analytical tool replaces
parameter scans in computationally expensive models, guides circuit design, and can be
employed to validate connectivity data.
Introduction
Understanding the origin and properties of oscillations [see 1, for a review] is of particular
interest due to their controversially discussed functional roles, such as binding of neurons into
percepts and selective routing of information [reviewed in 2, esp. part VI]. Specific frequencies
have been localized in different layers and linked to top-down and bottom-up processes [3, 4].
Oscillations in population signals correlate with multi-unit spiking activity [5], predomi-
nantly at high frequencies [6, 7], while firing probabilities relate to the phase of low frequency
oscillations [8].
Coherent oscillations at the population level can arise from clock-like firing cells [9, 10] and
more robustly [11] from irregularly firing neurons synchronizing weakly [12, 13]. Neurons in
vivo tend to fire irregularly [14] and population oscillations resemble filtered noise rather than
clock-like activity [15, 16]. Balanced random networks of leaky integrate-and-fire neurons in
the asynchronous irregular (AI) regime can sustain such weakly synchronized oscillatory states
[17] and reproduce the stochastic duration and power spectra of γ oscillations [18, 19].
Focusing on the network aspect, rather than on intrinsic cell properties, the PING and ING
mechanisms have been suggested to underlie the generation of low- and high-γ frequencies
[20, reviewed in 21]. Inter-neuron γ (ING) consists of a self-coupled inhibitory population pro-
ducing an oscillation frequency primarily determined by the time course of the inhibitory post-
synaptic potential (IPSP), the dynamical state of the neurons [20, 22, 10, 23] and the delays
[24], constraining the generated frequency to the high-γ (> 70 Hz) range.
Lower-γ frequencies (30–70 Hz) arise from the interplay of pyramidal- and inter-neurons
(PING) with the frequency determined by the dynamical state of the neurons and the connec-
tion parameters [25, 26, 27, 28]. Early network models combining ING and PING motifs [29],
as well as self-coupled excitatory populations (studied later in [30]), enabled the phenomeno-
logical study of γ oscillations. The two mechanisms were originally formulated for the fully syn-
chronized regime and the analytical treatment of weakly synchronizing networks is restricted
to at most two populations [17, 31], neglecting the variety of dynamical states of neuronal pop-
ulations embedded in a larger circuitry. Modeling studies considering neurons of various level
of detail assess the link between network structure and induced oscillations [32]. Experiments
find specific frequencies at different depths of the layered cortex [33], while these locations in
the tissue are characterized by distinct connectivity patterns [34]. Pronounced slow oscillations
(< 1 Hz) are found in deeper layers, such as layer 5 [35, 36], and hypotheses regarding their
origin range from intrinsic cell mechanisms [37] to network phenomena [38, 39]. In contrast,
fast oscillations in the γ and high-γ range are primarily observed in the upper layers [40, 41]
and show different phase relationships than the γ oscillations in the lower layers [42].
To the best of our knowledge, theoretical descriptions of coexisting oscillations requiring
complicated network structures, as well as a method identifying these structures in a given cir-
cuit have not yet been established. The present work sheds light on the influence of sub-circuits
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integrated in larger networks and the properties of individual connections relevant for the
emergence of specific oscillations.
Results
Population rate spectra in simulations of the microcircuit
The multi-layered spiking cortical network model used throughout this study was introduced
by Potjans and Diesmann [34]. The model is composed of four layers (L2/3, L4, L5 and L6),
each layer containing an excitatory and an inhibitory population of neurons (Fig 1A). The
number of neurons in each population, as well as the number of connections between and
within populations are extracted from experimental data sets [for a full list of references see
Table 1 of ref. 34]. Combining the data yields the 8 × 8-dimensional indegree matrix K (Fig
1C), where the element Kij describes the number of connections from population j to popula-
tion i. Given the total number of connections between populations, the pre- and postsynaptic
neurons of the individual connections are drawn randomly. Each population receives addi-
tional Poisson spike trains resembling the activity of other brain regions. Potjans and Dies-
mann show by simulations that the population firing rates generated within the model
reproduce those observed in experiments [43, 44]. The neurons are modeled by leaky inte-
grate-and-fire (LIF) dynamics with exponentially decaying synaptic currents:
tm
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Here Vki(t) describes the membrane potential of the i-th neuron in the k-th population and
Iki(t) the incoming synaptic current to this neuron. R denotes the resistance of the membrane
and τm the membrane time constant, τs the synaptic time constant, w and d the weight and
delay associated to the incoming events, and tnlj the time of the n-th spike of neuron j in popula-
tion l. The number of populations is given by N and the number of neurons in the l-th popula-
tion is denoted byMl. In addition to the spikes from within the network, each neuron receives
spikes fromMext external sources representing the input of other brain regions by spike times
tnj drawn from Poisson processes with rates speciﬁed in [34].
Simulating the microcircuit model, we first reproduce the dynamics observed in [34] and
additionally investigate the correlation structure of the system. After simulating the circuit for
T = 10 s with a time resolution of 0.01 ms, we observe averaged population specific firing rates
between 0.9 Hz and 8.6 Hz, which reflect tendencies of population specific firing rates in exper-
imental data [34]. The average coefficients of variation (CV) of the neurons are around 0.55 for
the populations with low firing rates (2/3E and 6E) and around 0.8 for the other populations,
characterizing the spike trains of individual neurons as irregular. The irregular nature of the
spike trains is underlined by the raster plot (Fig 1B) showing all spike times in a 50 ms segment.
The vertical stripes visible in the spike times of some populations suggest a certain degree of
synchrony in the activity of the neurons on the population level. However, this regularity is
barely exhibited on the single neuron level, which participate only in a fraction of the cycles
(red dots in Fig 1B). A comparison of the auto-correlations of the individual neurons with the
auto-correlations of the population shows that the population spectrum is dominated by the
cross-correlations and the contribution of the individual auto-correlations is negligible in
agreement with Tetzlaff et al. [45].
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Mean-field and linear response description of the microcircuit
The description of fluctuations in spiking networks deployed in this study proceeds in two steps,
as summarized in Fig 2. In the first step, we use mean-field theory for spiking neurons [46] to
determine the stationary state of the network, i.e. the time-independent averaged firing rates of
each population. In particular, the original high-dimensional system, composed of the two
dynamical variables in Eq (1) for each of theN neurons, is reduced by means of diffusion approx-
imation. Here we exploit the fact that each neuron receives a large number of inputs, with each
Fig 1. Activity in the microcircuit model. A Sketch of the layered connectivity structure of the model adapted from Fig 1a of Potjans and
Diesmann [34]. B Dot plot marking the spike times of all neurons in a 50 ms segment of a direct simulation of the model in A. Black dots denote
spike times of excitatory and gray dots of inhibitory neurons. The red dots mark the firing times of one particular neuron per population.C
Average number of indegrees.D Average firing rates of neurons for each population obtained by simulation (black bars: excitatory population,
gray bars: inhibitory population) and theoretical predictions (red crosses). E Raw spectra extracted from a simulation of 10 s by the Fast Fourier
Transform (FFT) algorithm using a binning of 1 ms (light gray curves) and averaged over 500 ms windows (gray curves) and the analytical
prediction (black curves). The top row shows the spectra in the excitatory and the bottom row the spectra in the inhibitory populations.
doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1005132.g001
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incoming impulse eliciting only a small deviation of the membrane potential, which allows us to
treat inputs linearly. Assuming additionally that correlations between the populations are only
displayed by fluctuations around a stationary state but that the stationary rates of the populations
can be obtained by neglecting these correlations, enables us to describe the total synaptic input to
population i as Gaussian white noise characterized by mean and variance [46, 13]
mi ¼ tmw
X
j2E
Kijr j  g
X
j2I
Kijr j þ Kext;irext
 !
s2i ¼ tmw2
X
j2E
Kijr j þ g2
X
j2I
Kijr j þ Kext;irext
 !
:
ð2Þ
Here w denotes the synaptic weight, Kij the indegrees from population j to population i, g the
ratio between excitation and inhibition and r j the yet to be determined stationary ﬁring rate of
the j-th population. The mean and variance of the input current to a population is referred to as
its working point. In this approximation, the stationary ﬁring rates are a function of the working
point, yielding the self-consistency equation
ri ¼ niðmi; siÞ ¼ niðmiðrÞ; siðrÞÞ ð3Þ
where the vector r ¼ ðr1; :::;rNÞ denotes the stationary rates of the N populations and the
function ν(μ, σ) is derived from the stationary solution of the Fokker-Planck equation for the
Fig 2. Sketch of the mean-field reduction and linear response theory of fluctuations.Graphical
representation of the two-step reduction carried out when deriving the description of fluctuations in recurrent
networks. First, the working point of each population, determined by the mean and variance of its input is
established by means of diffusion approximation. The working point suffices to predict the stationary firing
rates of the populations, which follow from the self-consistent solution of a set of mean-field equations. This
step constitutes a dimensionality reduction from two dynamic variables for each of the N = 77169 neurons, to
one dynamic variable for each of the eight populations. Second, the dynamical responses of the populations
are approximated by linear response theory around the stationary solution. The fluctuations of the population
activities can subsequently be mapped to a linear rate model. The derived description of the rate fluctuations
yields the population rate spectra, as described in “Fluctuation dynamics”.
doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1005132.g002
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probability distribution of the membrane potentials (see equation 4.33 in [47]). Fig 1D shows
that this approximation sufﬁces to predict the rates in the microcircuit model. In the second
step, we analyze how small ﬂuctuations around this stationary state propagate within the net-
work and how their dynamics can be mapped to that of a linear rate model [48, 49]. To this
end we employ linear response theory, applied to the leaky integrate-and-ﬁre model, using an
extension of the work of [13] and [12] to colored synaptic noise [50]. We here summarize the
main results of the mapping of the dynamics of the ﬂuctuations, referring the reader to [49]
for the detailed derivations. The reduction allows for a self-consistent dynamical description
of the ﬂuctuations of the population rates. The output rate (left-hand side) relates to the input
(right-hand side) via
RðoÞ ¼ ~MdðoÞYðoÞ; with YðoÞ ¼ RðoÞ þ XðoÞ: ð4Þ
Here, R(ω) denotes the eight dimensional rate vector in Fourier space. The realization of the
instantaneous rate as a spike train is approximated by Poisson statistics, giving rise to the
noise term X(ω). The input to the populations is weighted by the connectivity and ﬁltered by
the transfer function of the populations (summarized in the effective connectivity matrix
~MdðoÞ). The formulation of the rate dynamics yields predictions for the population rate spec-
tra (for further details see “Fluctuation dynamics”). Fig 1E shows that the low-γ peak around
64 Hz, visible in the spectra of all populations, is well predicted by this theory. As suggested by
the regularly occurring vertical stripes in Fig 1B, we observe a high-frequency peak in all pop-
ulations varying from 235 Hz to 303 Hz, which is most prominent in layer 4. It can be shown
that in the context of the low-γ peak, the network is in the asynchronous irregular (AI) regime
[12], where the linear response theory sufﬁces to describe the noise ﬂuctuations. However, on
the time scale of the high-frequency peak the network verges on the border of the synchro-
nous irregular state (SI), resulting in deviations of the theoretical prediction from the observed
oscillations. The frequency of the fast oscillations depends strongly and inversely on the syn-
aptic time constants, which are small in the present model (τsyn = 0.5 ms). Therefore the fre-
quency would be considerably lower for longer time constants (see “The high-γ peak”). The
high-frequency peak will therefore, in the following, be referred to as the high-γ peak.
Given the density of connections in the circuit (Fig 1C), the similarity of the spectra hints at
the oscillation being generated in a sub-circuit of the microcircuit and subsequently imposed
onto all populations. This prevents the identification of the sub-circuitry generating the oscilla-
tion on the basis of the spectra. Thus the analytical tools developed in our study up to this
point enable the prediction of the population firing rate spectra Eq (18), but do not allow for
the inspection of the underlying circuits determining the characteristics of the spectra.
Activity modes of the microcircuit
Rate profiles have been observed to vary across cortical layers [44], with inhibitory neurons dis-
playing higher rates than excitatory neurons [for a review see 34]. As a result of the population
specific rates, each population processes the afferent time-dependent activity with its specific
temporal filter, called transfer function in systems theory [51]. Here, we summarize how peaks
at different frequencies in the spectra can be associated with the activity of coexisting dynam-
ical modes, which can be found by a linear basis transformation of the rate fluctuations, as
described in “Dynamical modes”. Intuitively, a mode describes the tendency of a set of neuronal
populations to co-fluctuate with a fixed relationship between their amplitudes and relative
phases. Subsequently we discuss how population specific transfer functions result in the com-
mingling of modes across frequencies and therefore hinder the analytical tractability of the
anatomical origins of the oscillations.
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Considering the linearity of the relation between input to the populations and the resulting
output rate Eq (4) (for details see Eq (14) and the derivation in “Fluctuation dynamics”), the
influence of the connectivity on the rate dynamics and thus the shape of the spectrum appears
to be straightforwardly investigated by applying tools from linear algebra to the effective con-
nectivity matrix, which is defined by the element-wise product (Hadamard product) of the ana-
tomical connectivity Eq (13), determined by connection weights, indegrees and the population
specific transfer functions ~Md;ijðoÞ ¼ MAij Hd;ijðoÞ. Different modes of the circuit are found by
eigenvalue decomposition of the effective connectivity matrix ~Md;ijðoÞ and are, in the follow-
ing, therefore referred to as eigenmodes.
Their dynamical behavior is linked to the frequency dependence of the corresponding
eigenvalues as shown in Fig 3B and discussed in “Dynamical modes”. Indeed, we observe
that the term p(ω) = |1/(1 − λi(ω))| exhibits a peak at around 60 Hz with a shape reminiscent
of the peaks in the theoretically predicted spectra as well as in the spectra observed in
Fig 3. Decomposition of activity into independent modes. A Visualization of the equation describing the
rate fluctuations obtained by linear response theory, as given in Eq (4). The illustration depicts the linear
transformation (thick gray arrows) of the original circuit (top) into the basis of eigenvectors of the effective
connectivity matrix, yielding a circuit containing dynamic modes which solely couple to themselves (bottom)
(see “Dynamical modes”). In the simplified system depicted on the left, the transfer functions of all
populations are equal, while the populations shown on the right are in different dynamical states. For
simplicity only layer 2/3 is shown.Ri(ω) denotes the rate of the i-th population. In the original basis (top), the
rate is propagated along the arrows to the target population, where it triggers a response weighted by the
connection propertyMAji and filtered by the transfer function of the receiving population Hj(ω). In the new
coordinate system (bottom), the activity of the modes is described by the projection of the former rate vector
onto eigenvectors vi(ω) of the effective connectivity matrix. The former sequence of weighting by the
anatomical connectivity and filtering by the transfer functions of the populations is combined in the mapping
onto the corresponding eigenmode. The eigenvalue of the mode λi(ω) serves as the transfer function of the
mode.B Frequency dependence of the factors |1/(1 − λi(ω))| determining the global shape of the spectrum.
C Spectra of the excitatory populations of layer 2/3 and 4 (solid gray curves) and the approximate spectra
(dashed black curves) obtained by substituting the projection onto the dominant eigenmode for the effective
connectivity matrix.
doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1005132.g003
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simulations (Fig 1). This similarity is not surprising, since the inverse of the distance of the
eigenvalue to one contributes to the spectrum of all populations Eq (22). At higher frequen-
cies the eigenvalues of four modes produce a maximum with the dominant mode being larg-
est at 275 Hz, corresponding to the high-γ peak in Fig 1E. All modes but one exhibit small
terms p(ω) for low frequencies. The involvement of the mode that corresponds to the large
values of p(ω) at low frequencies in the generation of slow rate fluctuations is discussed in the
following sections.
At peak frequencies the dynamics of the circuit can be approximated by the dynamics of the
dominant mode Eq (31). Results for the spectra in the excitatory populations of layer 2/3 and 4
are shown in Fig 3C. The reduced circuitry suffices to approximate the spectrum around the
low-γ peak, but for lower and in particular higher frequencies the absence of contributions of
the remaining modes becomes apparent.
Since the dynamics in the vicinity of a peak are well approximated by the dominant mode,
the question arises as to how much information about the minimal anatomical circuit produc-
ing the same oscillation is contained in the mode representation. As discussed in “Dynamical
modes” and illustrated in Fig 3A, a frequency independent projection from the dynamics of the
full circuit to the dynamical modes is only attainable if all populations have the same firing rate
and transfer function. In this case each dynamical mode can be traced back to one particular
set of anatomical connections which does not influence the dynamics of the other modes.
Heterogeneous rates and response properties of the populations result in dynamical modes
composed of different anatomical connections at different frequencies. Thus the mapping
between a set of anatomical connections and a dynamical mode is limited to one particular fre-
quency, while the same set of connections might influence other modes at other frequencies.
The representation of the activity modes determining the characteristics of the spectra is hence
frequency dependent. Therefore the eigenmode cannot straightforwardly be mapped to the rel-
evant anatomical connection as in the case of networks with populations in homogeneous
dynamical states.
Modes governing the spectrum
In this section we provide an intuitive understanding of how the dynamics of the eigenvalues
determine the spectra as well as how the eigenvalues originate from the connectivity of the
individual layers and are shaped by the connections between the layers. Readers primarily
interested in the final method used to detect the origin of the oscillations may skip this section.
The dynamics of the eigenmodes are mainly described by the eigenvalues. The frequency
dependence of the complex-valued eigenvalues, termed “trajectories” in the following, is visual-
ized in parametric plots (Fig 4A). These plots, also known as Nyquist plots [51, Chapter 11],
allow for the simultaneous investigation of the real and imaginary part of the eigenvalue. Fig
4A shows the trajectories of the eight eigenvalues of the microcircuit in the complex plane up
to 400 Hz. The movement of a trajectory is reminiscent of a spiral starting at the eigenvalue of
the effective connectivity matrix at zero frequency and spiraling clockwise towards zero with
increasing frequency. Fig 3B together with the final expression for the spectrum Eq (22) shows
that the amplitude of the spectrum increases the closer an eigenvalue approaches the value one
and decreases the further it moves away. The spectrum diverges if the eigenvalue assumes one,
which will therefore be referred to as the critical value one. The implications of this critical
value for the stability of the circuit are discussed in more detail in “Stability of the dynamical
modes”. All trajectories eventually converge to zero, reflecting that the modes cannot follow
very high frequencies. Hence the term p(ω) = 1/|(1 − λi(ω))|, which contributes considerably to
the shape of the spectrum Eq (22), converges to one for high frequencies. The eigenvalue
Anatomical Origins of Cortical Oscillations
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trajectories λi(ω) in the microcircuit are typically continuous and spin clockwise for all fre-
quencies. Hence, if a trajectory reaches the sector of positive real parts it will, in the general
case, for at least one frequency ωp assume a closer distance to one than in the large frequency
limit. At this frequency the term p(ωp) assumes larger values than one, yielding a peak in the
spectrum.
The eigenvalues can be interpreted as the transfer function of the modes (Fig 3A), which
offers an intuition for the impact of synaptic parameters the spectra, as outlined in “Eigenvalue
trajectories are transfer functions of the dynamical modes”. From the shape of the transfer func-
tions corresponding to the populations Eq (15) we deduce that small delays slow down the
spinning of the trajectories. The eigenvalue therefore passes by one at a high frequency result-
ing in rapid oscillations. Long delays accelerate the trajectories yielding slow oscillations. How-
ever, the longer the delay the larger the radius of the trajectories. Once the eigenvalue assumes
a real part larger than one at the frequency where it passes closest to the critical value one the
mode produces activity in the SI regime. The transition from the regime where the real part of
the eigenvalue is smaller than one to the regime where the real part is larger than one is charac-
terized by a change in stability. Below one, the dynamics relaxes back to the stationary rates in
an oscillatory fashion determined by the frequency at which the distance to one is minimal
with a damping related to this minimal distance. Nevertheless, since the noise propagating in
the system repeatedly excites these oscillatory decaying modes, the oscillations are visible in
the population rate spectra. Altering the parameters of the circuit such that the eigenvalue
assumes the value one for some frequency ω, the system (defined by Eq (4) in the Fourier and
Fig 4. Frequency-dependence of modes in the original circuit and in isolated layers. A Trajectories of the eight eigenvalues of the microcircuit in
the complex plain (upper panel) parameterized from 0 Hz (light) to 400 Hz (dark) and an enlargement (lower panel) of the area around one (red dot). The
point where a trajectory comes closest to one is marked by a cross and the legend shows the corresponding frequency.B Eigenvalue trajectories of the
isolated layers with same parameterization as in A.C Spectra of populations 2/3E (dark red), 2/3I (light red), 4E (dark green) and 4I (light green) in the
isolated layers (solid curves) and in the original circuit (dashed curves).
doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1005132.g004
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by Eq (11) in the time domain) transits from damped to amplified oscillatory modes (as dis-
cussed in more detail in “Stability of the dynamical modes”). Growing modes are restrained by
the non-linearities of the neurons. Hence, the point at which one eigenvalue assumes the value
one characterizes the passage of the corresponding mode dynamics from oscillatory decaying
rate perturbations to the onset of sustained oscillations. If the eigenvalue assumes real values
larger than one, the equivalent linear rate system is unstable and displays an irresistibly grow-
ing oscillatory mode. The system of LIF model neurons, however, provides stabilizing non-lin-
earities (due to the reset after firing and the fact that the rates of the neurons cannot become
negative) which prevent the dynamics from exploding. Since the presented theoretical frame-
work does not account for non-linearities, it is limited to predicting the tendencies of the spec-
tra in the latter case as visible in the high frequency peak in Fig 1E.
The radius of the trajectory is compressed by widely distributed delays Eq (15), allowing for
the production of slower oscillations caused by long delays without destabilization of the
dynamics.
In order to analyze the dynamics originating in the individual layers we calculate the eigen-
value trajectories of the isolated layers. The input of other layers is provided by means of Pois-
son spike trains. This approach holds the dynamic state of the populations constant while
neglecting the correlations induced by the input from other layers. Hence the collective dynam-
ics emerging locally in each layer can be analyzed. The eigenvalue trajectories corresponding to
the isolated layers are displayed in Fig 4B.
Since the connectivity within the layers is more pronounced than the connectivity between
the layers, we can deduce the origin of some of the eigenvalue trajectories by comparing their
characteristics with the characteristics of the trajectories in the original circuit (Fig 4A and 4B).
In isolation, layer 2/3 produces an eigenvalue which passes closest to one at 87 Hz. Since the
distance to one is large, the eigenvalue trajectory produces only a small peak in the spectrum of
layer 2/3 (Fig 4C). Layer 4 in isolation does not generate a low-γ peak (Fig 4C). Connecting the
layers, the eigenvalue trajectories of layers 2/3 and 4 mix and produce a trajectory with a posi-
tive imaginary offset and a sufficiently small real-valued starting point to pass close by one at a
relatively low frequency (60 Hz), resulting in a peak in the spectra of all populations.
In the high frequency range we observe four trajectories originating in the four layers pass-
ing close by one. The course of the trajectories is only mildly impacted when integrated into
the full circuit. Therefore we predict a high frequency peak visible in the populations, even in
the isolated layers. However, considering the spectra in layer 2/3 and 4 we observe that the
high frequency peak in layer 4 matches the peak observed in the full circuit, whereas the peak
produced in layer 2/3 is of smaller frequency and amplitude. Therefore we can already con-
clude that the high-γ peak originates in layer 4 and is propagated to the other layers when
embedded in the full circuit.
In addition to the origin of the oscillation, the eigenvalue trajectories shed light on the sta-
bility of the circuit and the associated oscillations. Following the classification of Brunel [54],
the dynamics of a mode transits from the AI to the SI regime via a Hopf bifurcation if there is a
frequency at which the corresponding eigenvalue equals one. The dynamics is in the AI regime,
i.e. the system possesses a stable fixed point of the rates, if the closest encounter of the corre-
sponding trajectory with the critical value one is located on the left of the latter Fig 4C (see also
“Stability of the dynamical modes”). Here, temporal structure in the firing rates arises from
oscillatory, but decaying perturbations, which are continuously excited by the noise generated
within the system. The damping factor of decaying perturbations grows with the distance of
the eigenvalue from one, while the amplitude of the peak in the spectrum diminishes. In addi-
tion, Brunel et al. [13] show that networks of LIF-model neurons close to a bifurcation point
are stabilized by the non-linearity of the neuron dynamics. Hence, perturbations decaying with
Anatomical Origins of Cortical Oscillations
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low-γ frequency are strongly damped. The assumption of independence on the level of individ-
ual neurons, which underlies the mean-field approximation in the first step of our framework,
is therefore justified. This is reflected by the match of the theoretical prediction of the low-γ
peak with the peak observed in simulations of the microcircuit (Fig 1). Fig 3C shows that one
of the eigenvalues associated to the high-γ peak lies to the right of one (corresponding to the SI
regime in [52]), which, in a linear system, would yield growing oscillatory perturbations. How-
ever, in networks of LIF-model neurons these oscillations are tamed by the non-linearity of the
neurons. Accordingly, for the high-γ peak, the theoretical framework only suffices to predict
the tendencies of the peak in the spectrum (Fig 1).
In summary, employing a combination of mean-field and linear response theory we con-
sider the dynamical contributions of the individual layers. In an iterative fashion we nar-
rowed down the origin of the high-γ peak to layer 4. In addition we find indication for the
low-γ peak being shaped in layers 2/3 and 4. Fig 3C and 3D shows the spectra of distinct lay-
ers of a network that can in isolation be described as band-pass filters. However, the connec-
tions between the layers contribute strongly to the generated oscillation. This is reflected in
the fact that the filter properties of the layers change once inter-layer connections are consid-
ered showing that the network needs to be considered in its entirety to predict the spectra.
Hence this iterative approach provides insight regarding the structures shaping the oscilla-
tions, but is potentially time-consuming especially when circuits with large numbers of popu-
lations are considered.
Sensitivity measure
Here we set out to develop a systematic approach identifying the connections involved in the
generation of the frequency peaks. So far we identified the eigenmode responsible for the peak
generation by considering its proximity to the critical value one. Since the distance of the eigen-
value at peak frequency to one scales the amplitude of the peak in the power spectrum, we can
define important anatomical connections as connections the eigenvalue is particularly sensitive
to. In the following, the eigenvalue evaluated at peak frequency is referred to as the critical
eigenvalue. Mathematically sensitivity is assessed by introducing a small perturbation to the
indegree matrix at the connection from the l-th to the k-th population
K^ ijðaklÞ ¼ 1þ akldkidlj
 
Kij: ð5Þ
Thus, depending on the sign of the perturbation, the kl-th element of the indegree matrix is
decreased or increased by the fraction αkl. Before we continue the formal perturbation analysis
let us brieﬂy look at the interpretation of such a perturbation in the context of our theoretical
framework. Our aim is to analyze the contribution of the connection from population j to pop-
ulation i on the ﬂuctuations of activity expressed by the spectra. The linear response theory
treats ﬂuctuations of network activity around the stationary state up to linear order. The sta-
tionary state itself (determining the ﬁring rates) as well as the transfer functions of the popula-
tions are in this approximation therefore not effected by the activity ﬂuctuations. We hence
study the affect of the connections while conserving their embedment in the full circuit. This
separation of the contribution of connections to the correlations from their contribution to the
stationary state can be realized in direct simulations by counteracting the perturbation in the
number of synapses within the circuit by an adjustment of the external input to the popula-
tions. In this way the stationary properties remain ﬁxed since the mean and variance of the
input to the neurons are unaltered. However, the correlation structure generally changes since
the connections within the circuit, which induce correlations due to the speciﬁcity of the con-
nectivity, are substituted by external connections providing uncorrelated input.
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The perturbed effective connectivity matrix is obtained by inserting the new indegrees into
Eqs (13) and (12)
M^ijðaklÞ ¼ 1þ akldkidlj
 
~Mij: ð6Þ
We deﬁne the sensitivity measure Zkl(ω) as the derivative of the critical eigenvalue of the per-
turbed system at frequency ω with respect to the perturbation [53]
Zkl≔
@l^cðaklÞ
@akl jakl¼0 ¼
v^Tc ðaklÞ
@M^ðaklÞ
@akl
u^cðaklÞ
v^Tc ðaklÞu^cðaklÞ jakl¼0
¼ vc;k
~Mkluc;l
vTc uc
;
ð7Þ
where ~Mkl is the kl-th element of the effective connectivity matrix and v
T
c , uc are its left and
right eigenvectors corresponding to the critical mode. For brevity, the frequency dependence of
the matrix and the eigenvectors is omitted. The elements of the matrix Z(ω) describe the direc-
tion and amplitude of the shift of the critical eigenvalue after perturbing the indegrees of the
corresponding connections.
The frequency dependence of the perturbed eigenvalue can be linearly approximated by
l^ðakl;oÞ ’ lðoÞ þ ZklðoÞakl; ð8Þ
which describes the displacement of the eigenvalue to linear order after perturbing the kl-th
element of the indegree matrix. Hence the sensitivity measure evaluated at peak frequency
exhibits large entries for connections having a strong inﬂuence on the position of the critical
eigenvalue. Fig 5A shows the real and imaginary part of the sensitivity measure Z evaluated at
64 Hz. The inﬂuence of the individual elements on the eigenvalues can be visualized in the
complex plane (Fig 5B). Given the inverse proportionality of the peak height to the distance of
the eigenvalue to one Eq (22), a perturbation in a connection causing a shift of the eigenvalue
towards or away from one results in an increased or decreased peak amplitude in the spectrum.
If the perturbation causes a shift of the trajectory purely in the direction of one, the trajectory
will pass by one at approximately the same frequency leaving the position of the peak in the
spectrum unaltered. This direction is labeled by the vector k in Fig 5B
k ¼ ð1<ðlcÞ;IðlcÞÞ=
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ð1 <ðlcÞÞ2 þ IðlcÞ2
q
:
A perturbation resulting in a shift of the critical eigenvalue along the perpendicular direction k?
k? ¼ ðIðlcÞ; 1<ðlcÞÞ=
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ð1<ðlcÞÞ2 þ IðlcÞ2
q
alters the trajectory such that it passes closest to one at a lower or higher frequency while con-
serving the height of the peak. This suggests a basis transformation of the complex sensitivity
measure to the coordinate system spanned by the two vectors k and k?:
Zampij ¼ <ðZijÞ;IðZijÞ
 
kT ; Zfreqij ¼ <ðZijÞ;IðZijÞ
 
kT?: ð9Þ
The resulting matrices Zamp(ω) = Zk(ω) and ZfreqðoÞ ¼ Zk?ðoÞ (shown in Fig 5C) determine
the impact of the connections on amplitude and frequency of the peak.
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The low-γ peak
The sensitivity measure (Fig 5C) exhibits large entries in the sub-circuit composed of layer 2/3
and 4. The finding of layer 2/3 and 4 being involved in the generation of the 64 Hz oscillation is
in agreement with insights gained from the eigenvalue trajectories in the previous section. We
observe that the amplitude of the peak is mostly determined by connections between layers 2/3
and 4, as well as inhibitory connections within layer 4. The connections dominating the ampli-
tude of the peak originate mostly in populations 4I, 4E, and 2/3E. The frequency, on the other
hand, is shaped by the connections within the layers, with connections within layer 4 having
larger impacts than connections in layer 2/3. The connection from 2/3E to 4I is the only con-
nection from layer 2/3 to layer 4 contributing to the amplitude of the peak. Therefore this con-
nection closes the dynamic loop between layer 2/3 and layer 4. Its role in the generation of the
oscillation is discussed in the following sections. Other connections contributing to the ampli-
tude of the peak originate and terminate in 5E.
The high-γ peak
From Fig 4 we identify four modes that potentially contribute to the generation of the high-γ
peak. Evaluating the sensitivity measure for these modes at their respective peak frequencies
Fig 5. Sensitivity of oscillations to changes in connectivity. A Real (left panel) and imaginary part (right panel) of the sensitivity measure Eq (7) (color
coded; gray: insensitive, red: positive, blue: negative) evaluated at peak frequency 64 Hz. Eachmatrix element corresponds to one connection in the
microcircuit.B A selection of the most prominent matrix elements (legend) of the sensitivity measure at 64 Hz visualized as vectors in the complex plane.
The red vectors are associated with connections in layer 2/3, the green vectors with connections in layer 4 and the yellow vectors with the connection
between layers 2/3 and 4. The red dot denotes the critical value one. The black vector k starts from the critical eigenvalue and points towards one. The vector
k? denotes the direction perpendicular to k. The gray dots mark the trajectory of the critical eigenvalue parameterized by frequency.C Sensitivity measure in
rotated coordinates separating the influence of connections on peak amplitude (left panel) and frequency (right panel), otherwise same display as in A.
doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1005132.g005
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reveals each mode being shaped by the self-coupling of one inhibitory population (Fig 6). This
mechanism has been termed ING [20] and the peak frequency of the modes and the resulting
peak in the spectrum depends on the delay of the synapses, the refractory time and the decay
time of the IPSPs [17]. Inserting the time constants used in the microcircuit model into Eq (15)
of [17], predicts an oscillation frequency of 288 Hz corresponding to the high-γ oscillations
observed in the simulations. The rapidity of the high-γ oscillation in the model is hence
explained by the choice of small time constants for the IPSCs (τsyn = 0.5 ms). Larger synaptic
time constants yield an ING peak of lower frequency, for example 127 Hz, 97 Hz and 80 Hz for
time constants of 2 ms, 3 ms and 4 ms, respectively. In the original microcircuit model the syn-
aptic time constants are chosen to be small and equal for all neurons to investigate the contri-
butions of the connectivity to the emergent dynamics. The formalism developed in [54] and
[50] delivers good predictions for the stationary firing rate and transfer function of the popula-
tions for synaptic time constants in the range of a few milliseconds and therefore provides the
basis of a successful application of the mean-field and linear response theory. For larger time
constants the analytically predicted transfer function can still serve as an approximation to pre-
dict the tendencies of the population rate spectra. When the synaptic time constant exceeds the
membrane time constant (τsyn> τm) an adiabatic approximation [55] is applicable. The domi-
nant mode determining the high-γ oscillation of the full circuit originates in the self-coupling
of 4I (Fig 6A). The sign of the entries in Zamp and Zfreq reveals that an increase in the high-γ
oscillation, by alterations of the connectivity, goes along with an increase in the oscillation fre-
quency and vice versa. Adjustments of the I-I-loop within layer 4 has an opposite effect than
alterations of the I-I-loops within other layers. It turns out that the eigenvalue corresponding
to the dominant mode has a real part which is slightly larger than one. Weakening the connec-
tions in the 4I-4I-loop stabilizes the circuit dynamics. Once the trajectory is shifted past one,
the sensitivity measures takes the opposite sign and predicts decreased high-γ oscillations
Fig 6. Connections relevant for high frequency oscillations. Sensitivity measure evaluated at the peak frequency of the four dominant modes in the
high-γ regime (A–D). Zamp(ω) visualizes the importance of the connections for the peak amplitude and Zfreq(ω) the importance for the peak frequency.
Same display as in Fig 5C.
doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1005132.g006
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when connections from 4I to 4I are removed. This shift of the eigenvalue from real parts larger
than one to real parts smaller than one describes the transition of network dynamics from the
SI to the AI regime [introduced in 12]. Interestingly, in the stabilized circuit (see “Stability of
the dynamical modes”), the alterations of connections from 4I to 4I has opposing effects on the
amplitude and frequency of the low-γ (Fig 5C) and the high-γ oscillation.
Slow rate fluctuations
Since the sensitivity measure analyzes the eigenvalues of the effective connectivity matrix, it
sheds light on the static properties of the circuit when evaluated at zero frequency (Fig 7). The
eigenvalue with the largest real part determines the stability of the circuit. At the same time, the
measure evaluated at zero frequency reveals the connections shaping low frequency fluctua-
tions. These two statements describe the same phenomenon, since a circuit near an instability
exhibits slowly decaying modes when perturbed in the direction of the eigenmode correspond-
ing to the eigenvalue with the largest real part. Technically, there is a peak at zero frequency,
but in practice the power in a wide range of low frequencies is elevated, as visible in the spectra
in Fig 8B and in the corresponding traces of instantaneous firing rates in Fig 8D.
The largest entries of the sensitivity measure evaluated at zero frequency correspond to con-
nections within layer 5. This finding is in agreement with experimental literature [38, 39],
where the onset of slow fluctuations was observed to be initiated in layer 5, as recorded in the
sensory-motor areas of the mouse and area V1 of the cat. In contrast to the low- and high-γ
oscillations, the slow oscillations are independent of the delay and time course of the neuronal
responses. Thus, the amplitude of the slow fluctuations depends solely on the anatomical con-
nections of the circuit and the slope of the f-I curve of the neurons. The indegree matrix (Fig
1C) shows that the number of connections from 5E to 5I is low compared to other indegrees in
layer 5. The reduced excitatory input to 5I results in lower rates of the inhibitory neurons relay-
ing less inhibition back to 5E. The comparably stronger E-E-loop is driven towards a rate insta-
bility, exhibiting slowly decaying modes of the population rate, which appear as low frequency
components in the spectrum. In agreement with the previous considerations, the slow oscilla-
tions become stronger if the self-coupling of the populations in layer 5 is strengthened and
weaker if the cross-coupling is increased Fig 7. Further relevant connections are located within
Fig 7. Connections relevant for low frequency oscillations. The matrix elements show the sensitivity of
the peak amplitude of low frequency fluctuations on the individual connections. Same display as in Fig 5C.
doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1005132.g007
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layer 4 and starting in population 2/3E and 4E projecting onto layer 5. The measure predicts
that strengthening connections from 2/3E to 5E reduces slow oscillations.
Influence of single connections on the spectra
We now exploit the sensitivity measure to predict changes in the spectra in different frequency
ranges when individual connections are altered. The predictions are validated by simulations
of the microcircuit with perturbed indegrees. According to the sensitivity measure shown in
Fig 5C, increasing the self-coupling of population 4I should lower the amplitude of the low-γ
peak and decrease the frequency. Simulations confirming these predictions are shown in Fig
8A. Since we are interested in the contribution of the connection to fluctuations of the activity,
we fix the dynamical state of the populations by simultaneously decreasing the external input
to 4I. The left panel demonstrates the shift of the eigenvalue trajectory when altering the con-
nectivity. Since the connection from 4I to 4I strongly influences the dynamics at 64 Hz (Fig 5),
while having small impact on the low frequency spectrum (Fig 7), the spectrum produced by
the altered circuitry deviates from the original one only at frequencies around the low-γ peak.
Fig 8. Targeted alteration of the low-γ peak and slow fluctuations. A Increased number of connections from 4I to 4I in the microcircuit by fraction α of
5% and 10% (legend). Left panel: section of the eigenvalue trajectories (50 Hz-70 Hz) associated with the low-γ peak of the two altered and the original
circuit. The positions of the large gray dots denote the eigenvalue at the peak frequency of the original data set and their shading the value of α. The
crosses mark the position where the new eigenvalue trajectory passes closest to one. Since the crosses appear before the dots, the new peak is shifted to
lower frequencies. The red dot denotes the critical value one. Right panel: spectra of the simulated circuits (blue, shading as for gray in legend) and the
analytical predictions (gray).B Removing 15% and 20% (legend) of the connections from 5E to 5I in the microcircuit. Left panel: section of the eigenvalue
trajectories (0 Hz-10 Hz) associated with the slow rate fluctuations of the two altered and the original circuit. Same display as in A. Right panel: spectra of
the simulated circuits (blue) and the analytical predictions (gray).C All spike times of the neurons in population 4E occurring in a time segment of 35 ms, for
the three parameter regimes introduced in A (α increases from top to bottom).D Instantaneous firing rate of population 5E (binning window: 15 ms), in a
time segment of 3 s, for the three parameter regimes introduced in B (α decreases from top to bottom). The dashed lines show the theoretical predictions of
the stationary rates.
doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1005132.g008
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Simulating the microcircuit for increased self-coupling of population 4I confirms the theoreti-
cal predictions. Note that reducing the number of synapses from one connection in the micro-
circuit by as little as 10% can cause an attenuation of the peak amplitude to 7% of its original
value and a frequency shift of 11 Hz. The reduction of the oscillation is also visible in the spik-
ing activity. Simultaneously inspecting all spike times of the neurons in population 4E (Fig 8C
top), we observe three population burst for the circuit with the original connectivity. The popu-
lations bursts become less prominent (Fig 8C, middle and bottom) when the number of con-
nections from 4I to 4I is increased, an observation which is in agreement with the predicted
population rate spectra shown in Fig 8A. Given that layer 4 is the input layer, we show here
that the spectrum exhibited by the circuit is highly sensitive to variations within layer 4, which
could originate either from within the circuit or from external drive.
Starting from the hypothesis that slow rate fluctuations are controlled within layer 5, sug-
gested by the sensitivity measure (Fig 7), we perturb the indegree from 5E to 5I. The right
panel in Fig 8B shows the expected increase of the peak at low frequencies in the spectrum of
5E for fewer connections from 5E to 5I. The predictions match the simulation results. The low
frequency oscillations are reflected as slow rate fluctuations in the instantaneous firing rates
(Fig 8D). While the stationary firing rate of population 5E is almost not affected by perturba-
tion of the connectivity (compare the positions of the dashed lines in the three panels of Fig
8D), the amplitude of the rate fluctuations increases visibly.
The enhanced peak amplitude of the spectrum is explained by the onset of the correspond-
ing eigenvalue trajectory being shifted towards one (left panel, Fig 8B). In agreement with the
prediction of the sensitivity measure, the spectrum for frequencies above 20 Hz is unaffected
by alterations of the connectivity in layer 5. Thus we conclude that layer 5 is capable of locally
eliciting slow rate fluctuations while leaving the properties of the full circuit at high frequencies
unimpaired.
Anatomical origin of low-γ oscillations
The preceding sections investigate how the sensitivity measure predicts the influence of indi-
vidual connections on the spectrum. Next we apply these insights to uncover the minimal cir-
cuitry generating the 64 Hz oscillation. The sub-circuit is obtained by starting from an
unconnected circuit, i.e. missing input from other populations is compensated by Poisson
spike trains with the same mean and variance. In this setup the populations display the same
stationary firing rates as in the original network, but the correlations on the population level
are negligible, resulting in a flat population rate spectrum. The empty connectivity matrix is
then successively filled with the connections that have largest entries in Zamp(64 Hz) and
Zfreq(64 Hz), while ensuring stability of the resulting system (instabilities can arise when adding
an excitatory connection without an inhibitory counterpart). We continue this procedure in
decreasing order of sensitivity until the peak frequency of the original spectrum is approxi-
mately restored. It turns out that the five largest entries of Zamp and the eight largest entries of
Zfreq suffice to reproduce at least 95% of the peak frequency and 83% of the logarithmic peak
amplitude in all populations contributing to the circuit. Fig 8A visualizes the resulting connec-
tivity along with simulation results of the reduced circuit and the analytical prediction of the
spectra for the original and the reduced circuit.
Confirming our previous conclusions, the minimal circuit is located in a sub-system com-
posed of layers 2/3 and 4. The blocks along the diagonal in Fig 9A show that all connections
within layers 2/3 and 4 contribute to the minimal circuit. Additional connections start in the
populations of layer 4 and terminate in population 2/3E. The loop is closed by the projection
from population 2/3E to the inhibitory population in layer 4, revealing the special role of this
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connection in ensuring the recurrence of the oscillation-generating circuit. Testing this hypoth-
esis, we simulate the circuit with the original connectivity, leaving out the connection from 2/
3E to 4I. As predicted the peak vanishes entirely (Fig 9B).
In summary, these considerations show that given the dynamical state of the populations in
the microcircuit, the circuit depicted in Fig 9A is shaping the spectrum around 64 Hz. How-
ever, the spectrum generated by the sub-circuit in isolation, i.e. without the substitution of the
input of other populations by Poisson spike trains, would potentially be different. Here the
advantage of the two-step reduction in the derivation of the theoretical framework becomes
apparent. Performing the diffusion approximation the firing rates and response properties of
the populations are established and can be verified by experimental data. The analysis of the
dynamical contributions of the individual connections or sub-circuits can then be conducted
after having fixed these quantities.
Discussion
In the present work we investigate the oscillations generated in a spiking microcircuit model
[34], which integrates knowledge from more than 50 anatomical and physiological studies. We
show that this level of abstraction suffices to reproduce experimentally observed laminar
Fig 9. Minimal circuit for low-γ oscillations. A Left: Connectivity of the minimal circuit generating the 64 Hz oscillation. The circuit is
composed of the connections corresponding to the five largest matrix elements of Zamp(64 Hz) and the eight largest elements of Zfreq(64 Hz)
forming the black mask; all other elements are set to zero (white). Right: Rate spectra for three populations (graph titles) obtained by direct
simulation of the reduced circuit (gray curves, methods as in Fig 1E) with the input frommissing connections replaced by Poisson input, in
comparison to the analytical prediction of the spectra in the full (black dashed curves) and the reduced circuit (black solid curves).B Left:
Connectivity of the original circuit with only the connection from 2/3E to 4I taken out; black mask indicates that only this matrix element is set to
zero (white). Right: Same display as in panel A for the original circuit with the connection from 2/3E to 4I replaced by Poisson input
corresponding to the rate of 4I. The dashed black curve is the analytical prediction for the original circuit (same curve as in A), the solid black
curve is the prediction for the modified circuit.
doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1005132.g009
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specific oscillation patterns, such as the generation of high frequency oscillations in the γ range
in upper layers [40, 56, 57, 21] and lower frequencies in deeper layers [38, 35, 36, 39]. In partic-
ular, we derive a sensitivity measure, starting from a theoretical description of the underlying
spiking neuron model by a combination of mean-field and linear response theory. The measure
yields a state dependent dynamic connectivity map from which we extract the minimal circuit
that shapes the oscillations. Different dynamical states of the network, elicited by changes in
the input or noise induced switching due to multiple underlying fixed points of the stationary
dynamics therefore exhibit different values of the sensitivity measure, i.e. the importance of
individual connections for the oscillations generally varies for different dynamic states. The
presented sequence of theoretical arguments leads to a simple visualization technique provid-
ing an intuitive understanding of the stability and oscillatory behavior of the circuit when
changing connection parameters.
Main findings in the microcircuit model
The sensitivity measure reveals that the peak in the low-γ range is generated by a sub-circuit
consisting of layer 2/3, layer 4 and the connections from layer 4 to 2/3E and from 2/3E to 4I.
This finding is in agreement with experimental literature locating γ oscillations in the upper
layers. Furthermore, we identify the feedback connection from 2/3E to 4I and the feed-forward
connections from layer 4 to layer 2/3 as crucial for the amplitude of the peak. The oscillation
generated by the cooperation of the two upper layers is of lower frequency than the oscillation
produced by the layers in isolation. A hint on layers 2/3 and 4 teaming up to generate a low fre-
quency γ peak has been found in Ainsworth et al. [58]. The frequency of the peak is predomi-
nantly determined by connections within the input layer 4. This implies that excitation of the
column will be reflected in a frequency shift of the γ peak, which results from an alteration of
the dynamical state of the populations and therefore of the effective connectivity. The variabil-
ity of the generated frequency caused by inputs to layer 4 has been demonstrated experimen-
tally [18, 59]. The collective oscillations could also be shaped by alterations of the synaptic
efficacies between layers 2/3 and 4 (e.g. by short term plasticity). Further experimental studies
need to probe the influence of perturbations in weight and number of synapses on the ampli-
tude and frequency of γ peaks in the population rate spectra. The sensitivity measure can be
utilized to verify the parameters used in the model and to reveal shortcomings of the theoretical
description, which potentially arise from the assumptions of simplified neuron-models and
negligible auto-correlations.
High-γ peaks are found to be generated in the I-I-loops of each layer, with the loop in layer
4 dominating the spectra. This mechanism, termed ING, has been analyzed previously [20]
and experimentally located in upper layers. In the microcircuit, the second largest contribution
arises from the I-I-coupling in layer 6; we hence propose to target this layer experimentally to
test this hypothesis.
Connections determining slow rate fluctuations and the stability of the circuit are identified
by the sensitivity measure at zero frequency. The measure shows that connections within layer
5 as well as the connections from population 2/3E and 4E to layer 5 are crucial. We conclude
that there are too few connections from 5E to 5I to counteract the rate fluctuations which accu-
mulate due to the amplification within the strong 5E-5E loop. Our findings are in good agree-
ment with experimental results demonstrating the initiation of slow frequency oscillations in
layer 5, as well as the stronger amplification of low frequency oscillations in response to a stim-
ulus applied to layer 5 than to a stimulation of layer 2/3 [38]. Given the dynamical state of 5E,
the circuit is stabilized when removing connections from 2/3E to 5E, resulting in a decrease of
slow rate fluctuations. In contrast, an impairment of the connections from 4E to 5E has the
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effect of strengthening the self-amplification of fluctuations and therefore strengthens slow
oscillations. With the emerging optogenetic toolbox it may be possible to experimentally test
these two predictions in the future.
Our analysis suggests a refinement of the parameters of the microcircuit model, which are
so far deduced from direct measurements of anatomical and physiological connectivity alone
[34]. Experimental studies show that the amplitude of γ oscillations depends on the stimulus
strength [60], suggesting that the current microcircuit model captures the cortical tissue in a
semi-stimulated regime. Lowering the external input to the excitatory neurons in layer 4
decreases the low-γ power in the idle state, which in addition sensitizes population 4E to evoke
γ oscillations when stimulated.
Contributions of synaptic delays
Synaptic delays do not influence the stationary state of the network, characterized by the time-
averaged firing rates of all populations, but crucially shape the fluctuations around this station-
ary set point. We provide an intuitive understanding of the influence of delays on oscillations
with parametric plots of the eigenvalues of the activity modes determining the spectra of the cir-
cuit. Small delays cause fast oscillations, while long delays support slow ones. Larger delays
move the network towards the regime of sustained oscillations, which is counteracted by hetero-
geneity in the delays. The frequency of the oscillation is highly sensitive to the delays, but the
static properties of the circuit, which depend on the dynamic state of the neurons and the ana-
tomical connectivity, determine whether a network displays fast or extremely slow oscillations.
Applicability of the sensitivity measure
The newly derived sensitivity measure determines crucial connections for the frequency and
amplitude of population rate oscillations. Since its applicability is not constrained to the analy-
sis of indegrees, it permits a systematic investigation of complicated networks with respect to
parameters such as the synaptic delay, connection weight, or excitation-inhibition balance. In
these pages we exemplified its use by the analysis of a particular model, but it can in principle
be utilized to identify dynamically relevant circuits embedded in any high-dimensional net-
work. Our work thus extends existing methods analyzing single- or two-population network
models to more intricate structures. The significance of the identified connections is validated
by demonstrating how small changes in the number of synapses can have a large impact on the
spectra of all populations.
The formalism requires the neurons to work in a regime where the activity fluctuations of
the inputs are summed linearly on the considered time scale. Simulations of networks of LIF-
model neurons confirm the validity of the linear approximation. Experimental evidence sup-
ports the existence of cortical networks operating in this regime [61, 62, 63, 64]. Since the sensi-
tivity measure can be applied to any network whose dynamics can be approximated by a linear
rate model, the applicability goes beyond circuits composed of LIF-model neurons. For exam-
ple, responses of modified IF models have been shown to approximate neural responses in vivo
[65]. Several studies treat the stationary and dynamical properties of these models in the linear
regime (see [66] for EIF and [67] for QIF). Grabska-Barwinska et al. [68] emphasize that theo-
retical predictions for networks composed of QIF neurons in the asynchronous regime, by
trend, also hold in networks operating in a more synchronized regime, in which individual
neurons are exposed to larger input fluctuations. For neuron models with conductance-based
synapses a reduction to effective current based synapses exists [69, 70] and therefore enables
the usage of the theoretical framework developed in [13, 12]. Furthermore, networks of current
and conductance based model neurons have been pointed out to be qualitatively comparable
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(see section 3.5.3. in [65]). Alternatively the measure can be fed with experimentally obtained
firing rates and transfer functions [71, 61, 72] of neuronal populations to analyze the underly-
ing circuits generating the oscillations.
The proposed method also finds application in systems where the non-linearities affect the
dynamics on a slower time scale than the considered oscillation. Such non-linearities can be
taken into account by reevaluating the measure for different mean-inputs corresponding to dif-
ferent phases of the slow input fluctuations. Employing the measure in the described iterative
fashion results in a phase-dependent identification of relevant connections for the generation
of the fast rhythm and thus sheds light on the anatomical origin of phase-amplitude coupling
[reviewed in 21].
The method can also be exploited in reverse to engineer circuits with a desired oscillatory
behavior in a top-down fashion.
The results presented here lead to clear interpretations of experimental data on network
activity and to new hypotheses. It should be noted, however, that the model of the microcircuit
represents an early draft and was purposefully designed by its authors as a minimal model with
respect to the number of populations and the heterogeneity in the neuronal dynamics. There-
fore, failure in the reproduction of certain phenomena found in nature or in the confirmation
of a hypothesis should not be attributed to the mathematical method developed here, but to
shortcomings of the investigated model. The method is applicable to any update of the original
model as structural data and single neuron properties become more refined, given that the
assumptions underlying the mean-field and linear response theory are still met. One potential
extension is the subdivision of the inhibitory neurons into multiple populations representing
different types of inter-neurons, with connection probabilities that yield specific connectivity
motifs, as recently reported in [73].
The sensitivity measure uncovers the contribution of the laminar structure to the popula-
tion rate spectra and produces predictions which can be tested experimentally by comparing
the spectra generated by different species or brain areas with distinct laminar structures.
In summary the current work introduces a method which elucidates the relation between
anatomy and dynamical observables of layered cortical networks. Even though a specific
model is used to exemplify the method and to derive concrete predictions, the novel method
provides a general framework for the systematic integration of the anatomical and physiolog-
ical data progressively becoming available into ever more consistent models of cortical
circuitry.
Methods
Spiking model of a microcircuit
While analyzing the oscillatory properties of the microcircuit model in this work it turned out
that the model with its original parameters [as specified in Table 5 of 34] is in a dynamical
regime very close to the onset of sustained population oscillations, resulting in spectra with dis-
tinct frequency peaks. We stabilized the circuit by removing 15% of the connections from 4I to
4E and increasing the standard deviation of the delay distribution of all connections to 1 ms.
To keep the rates fixed we compensate for the lack of inhibitory input to 4E by removing 19%
of the external excitatory input.
All simulations were carried out using the simulation software NEST [74]. The source code
describing the cortical microcircuit is included in the examples within the release package of
NEST as of version 2.4.
The population rate spectra from simulations are computed by extracting the spike trains of
all neurons in one population from a simulation of 10 s duration and subsequently applying
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the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) algorithm using a binning of 1 ms. In addition we provide
spectra obtained by averaging over 500 ms windows.
Fluctuation dynamics
We here use the term “mean-field theory” for the first step of our analysis, i.e. the equation
determining the time-averaged activity characterized by the firing rates of the neurons. This
notion, to our knowledge, has its origin in the literature on disordered systems [75, 76, 77] and
entered the neuroscience literature by the works of Amit et al. [46] for spiking model neurons,
Sompolinsky et al. [78] for non-linear rate models and van Vreeswijk et al. [79] for binary
model neurons. Note that these theories include synaptic fluctuations. In contrast, mean-field
theory in its original meaning is applied to systems without disorder, where it follows from the
lowest order saddle point approximation in the local order parameter (see e.g. [80], Chapter
4.3, Ferromagnetic transition for classical spins), which neglects fluctuations altogether.
In the second step of our analysis, we employ linear response theory to characterize the
dynamical properties of the populations by a transfer function [13, 81, 50]. On the basis of this
ingredient, we utilize the finding that a linear rate model with output noise [49] captures the
dynamics of circuits composed of LIF-model neurons in the asynchronous irregular regime.
The term “rate model” is used in its general sense, as a set of coupled stochastic differential or
convolution equations of time-dependent signals. Therefore the observed population-averaged
spiking activity yi(t) of the i-th population can be interpreted as the fluctuating time density of
spike emission ri(t) of the neurons with an additive noise component xi(t) obeying
yiðtÞ ¼ riðtÞ þ xiðtÞ; hxiðtÞi ¼ 0
hxiðsÞxjðtÞi ¼ dijdðs tÞ
r i
Mi
; i; j 2 E; If g: ð10Þ
The white noise effectively describes the ﬂuctuations caused by the spiking realization of the
point process. Here r i denotes the average rate of the population with sizeMi and the last line
shows that the noise produced by different populations is uncorrelated. Correlations between
the populations are induced by the connectivity of the network of populations. The rate yi(t)
describes a signal which ﬂuctuates around the offset ri(t). The amplitude of these ﬂuctuations is
inﬁnite in the precisely deﬁned sense of a white noise [82]. The necessity for this additive white
noise arises from demanding the equivalence between the original spiking signal and its sto-
chastic counterpart yi(t) Eq (10) on the level of their pairwise statistics: the noise for a rate sig-
nal corresponding to a single spike train has to be chosen such that the autocorrelations of the
two signals agree. In this case, the white noise generates a Dirac δ peak weighted by the ﬁring
rate. The additional factor 1/Mi in Eq (10) arises from the uncorrelated superposition ofMi
such signals [for the formal derivation cf. 49, esp. Section 4]. Even though the white noise for-
mally has inﬁnite variance, all observable quantities, namely averages over short time intervals,
exhibit a ﬁnite variance corresponding to that of a Poisson process. In other words, binning a
sufﬁciently long time series y(t) with bin size Δt, the variables ~yðtÞ ¼ 1Dt
R tþDt
t yðt0Þ dt0 (describ-
ing the observed ﬂuctuating spike density in each bin) are characterized by a distribution with
mean r(t) and variance r
M
1
Dt.
In this work the validity of the linear approximation is tested by simulations of networks of
LIF-model neurons, expressing a non-linearity by their hard threshold on the membrane
potential. The description suffices since the network-generated noisy activity effectively linear-
izes the response of the neurons. This is a fundamental property of non-linear systems subject
to noisy inputs, often studied in the context of stochastic resonance in biology [83, 84, 85] and
reviewed in [86].
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In signal processing, the impulse response characterizes the output of a system after the
application of a short external input [51]. The time fluctuations of the population rates are
obtained by integration over the history of all incoming impulses convolved by the impulse
response Hij(t)
riðtÞ ¼
Z t
1
XN
j¼1
MAij Hijðt  sÞ rjðs dijÞ þ xjðs dijÞ
 
ds; ð11Þ
where dij denotes the delay of the connection from population j to i. The impulse response
Hij(t) of a population of LIF-neurons is obtained by applying linear response theory to the cor-
responding Fokker-Planck Eq (13). We here use the recently derived extension incorporating
exponentially decaying synaptic currents [50, Eq (30)]. The effective connectivity matrixM(t)
with elements
MijðtÞ ¼ MAij HijðtÞ ð12Þ
summarizes the rate response of population i to an impulse sent from population j. This matrix
has two contributions. The ﬁrst part, termed the anatomical connectivityMAij , determines the
size of the incoming input. The anatomical connectivity matrix is element-wise composed of
the indegree matrix K and the weight matrixW
MAij ¼ KijWij; Wij ¼
JE if j 2 E
JI if j 2 I
(
: ð13Þ
Here Kij describes the number of incoming connections from population j to population i and
Wij their respective weight. The second part describes the time course of the rate response
Hij(t). The substitution s! s + d when integrating Eq (11) permits the absorption of the time
delay into the effective connectivity matrixMd(t) =M(t − d). Transforming Eq (11) into Fou-
rier space yields
RðoÞ ¼ ~MdðoÞðRðoÞ þ XðoÞÞ
) RðoÞ ¼ ð ~M1d ðoÞ  IÞ1XðoÞ
ð14Þ
with ~Md;ijðoÞ ¼ ~MijðoÞeiodij . Since the delays are Gaussian distributed we need to average
over all possible realizations of the delays. This averaging can formally be done by weighting
the contributions involving the delays with the probability density function f(y) describing the
delay distribution eiodij ! R11 eioyf ðyÞ dy. Here the probability function is given by a renor-
malized Gaussian distribution truncated at zero (since the delays are positive), yielding the
effective connectivity
~Md;ijðoÞ ¼
~MijðoÞﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2p
p
sdij 1 F
dij
sdij
 ! !Z 1
0
dy eioye

ðy  dijÞ2
2s2dij ;
¼
1 F
dij þ ios2dij
sdij
 !
1 F dij
sdij
 ! ~MijðoÞeiodij e
s2dijo
2
2
ð15Þ
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with sdij being the standard deviation of the delay from population j to population i, dij the
average delay, and
FðxÞ ¼ 1
2
1þ erf xﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
  
;
with the error function erf(x). The integration can be performed for any probability density
function. Therefore the formalism generalizes to models incorporating delay heterogeneities
with other statistics than a Gaussian distribution. The activity composed of the output rate and
the additional noise is thus given by
YðoÞ ¼ RðoÞ þ XðoÞ ¼ PðoÞXðoÞ; ð16Þ
where we deﬁne PðoÞ ¼ ðI ~MdðoÞÞ1 as the propagator determining how the noise is
mapped via the network onto the observable activity Y. The cross-correlations between the
activities are given by
CðoÞ ¼ hYðoÞYTðoÞi ¼ PðoÞDPTðoÞ; ð17Þ
whereD = hX(ω)XT(− ω)i is the diagonal matrix of correlations between the effective noise
sources X, which represent the spiking realization of the neuronal signals. Due to the initial
independence of the neurons Eq (10), the correlation matrix has diagonal form with the ele-
ments deﬁned by the average ﬁring rate of the neurons and the population size (Dii ¼ r i=Mi).
The stationary ﬁring rates of LIF model neurons supplied with colored noise is derived in Four-
caud et al. [47]. The spectrum of the i-th population can be directly read off the diagonal of the
cross-correlation
CiiðoÞ ¼ hYðoÞYTðoÞiii: ð18Þ
Frequency dependent eigenmode decomposition
In Fourier space the effective connectivity matrix is a function of frequency ω. For every fre-
quency the matrix can be decomposed, resulting in N = 8 eigenvalues with the corresponding
left and right eigenvectors
~MðoÞuiðoÞ ¼ liðoÞuiðoÞ
vTi ðoÞ ~MðoÞ ¼ liðoÞvTi ðoÞ:
ð19Þ
The eigenvectors are normalized such that the product of the left and right eigenvector equals
one. The propagator shares its eigenvectors with the effective connectivity matrix and the
eigenvalues are given by
PðoÞuiðoÞ ¼
1
1 liðoÞ
uiðoÞ: ð20Þ
The noise can be expressed in the new basis as
XðoÞ ¼
X
i
aiðoÞuiðoÞ; aiðoÞ ¼ vTi ðoÞXðoÞ: ð21Þ
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Hence the cross-correlations in the new basis take the form
CðoÞ ¼
XN
i;j¼1
aiðoÞaj ðoÞ
ð1 liðoÞÞð1 lj ðoÞÞ|ﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ}
≕bijðoÞ
uiðoÞuTj ðoÞ|ﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ}
≕TijðoÞ
: ð22Þ
Here Tij(ω) is the matrix given by the outer product of the eigenvectors of the i-th and j-th
mode evaluated at frequency ω, where we employed uiðoÞ ¼ ui ðoÞ. This relation holds since
the impulse responseHi(t) entering the effective connectivity matrix is real valued in the time
domain.
When one eigenvalue approaches unity at frequency ω0 (λc(ω0) 1), the spectrum at this
frequency is dominated by the contribution of the critical mode c and we can approximate the
spectrum visible in the k-th population by
Ckkðo0Þ 
acðo0Þ
1 lcðo0Þ

2uc;kðo0Þuc;kðo0Þ ¼ bccðo0ÞTcc;kðo0Þ: ð23Þ
Frequency independent eigenmode decomposition
In a simplified circuit with all populations having the same transfer functionH(ω) the eigen-
value decomposition of the effective connectivity matrix reads
~MðoÞ ¼ HðoÞ
XN
i¼1
lAi u
A
i v
A;T
i : ð24Þ
Here lAi is the i-th eigenvalue of the anatomical connectivity matrix and u
A
i and v
A
i are the asso-
ciated right and left eigenvectors, respectively. The propagator matrix Eq (20), mapping the
noise of the system to the rate, is determined by the effective connectivity matrix and thus has
the same eigenvectors and the eigenvalues 1=ð1 HðoÞlAi Þ. Mapping the rate vector R(ω) into
the coordinate system spanned by the right and left eigenvectors of the anatomical connectivity
matrix (uAi ; v
A;T
i ), the rates of the initial populations RiðoÞ ¼ eTi RðoÞ (where ei is the unit vec-
tor being one at position i and zero everywhere else) are converted to the dynamic modes
vA;Ti RðoÞ. Fig 3A shows a scheme of the coordinate transformation. The activity of the i-th
mode is fed back solely to itself with the connection weight lAi v
A;T
i u
A
i and ﬁltered by the transfer
function H(ω).
By expressing the ongoing spiking activity propagating through the system Eq (21) as a lin-
ear combination of the eigenmodes, the total activity is described by the sum of the activity of
decoupled modes. The diagonal elements of the cross-correlation matrix describing the spec-
trum of the populations can be expressed in the new basis
CkkðoÞ ¼
XN
i;j¼1
aiðoÞaj ðoÞ
ð1 HðoÞlAi Þð1 HðoÞlAj Þ|ﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ}
≕bAij ðoÞ
uAi;ku
A
j;k|ﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄ}
≕TA
ij;k
; k 2 1; ::;N; ð25Þ
with aiðoÞ ¼ vA;Ti XðoÞ being the projection of the noise into the new coordinate system. The
contribution of one mode dominates ifHðo0ÞlAc  1 and we can approximate the spectrum at
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ω0 with
Ckkðo0Þ 
acðo0Þ
1 Hðo0ÞlAc

2uAc;kuAc;k ¼ bAccðo0ÞTAcc;k: ð26Þ
Dynamical modes
This section devises a method to break a circuit down into smaller independent circuits each
describing distinct characteristics of the spectrum by means of eigenvalue decomposition of
the effective connectivity matrix. The activity RkðoÞ ¼ eTkRðoÞ of population k is given by
RkðoÞ ¼
XN
l¼1
~Md;klðoÞðRlðoÞ þ XlðoÞÞ ¼ HkðoÞ
XN
l¼1
MAklðRlðoÞ þ XlðoÞÞ: ð27Þ
and illustrated in the top of Fig 3A.
We now consider a simplified circuit where all populations have the same transfer functions.
Here, the anatomical and dynamical part of the effective connectivity can be treated separately
~MijðoÞ ¼ HðoÞMAij : ð28Þ
The anatomical partMAij can be split into eight modes using eigenvalue decomposition Eq (24)
yielding the activity of one eigenmode ~RkðoÞ ¼ vA;Tk RðoÞ
~RkðoÞ ¼ vA;Tk
XN
i¼1
lAi HðoÞuAi vA;Ti ðRðoÞ þ XðoÞÞ
¼ lAkHðoÞvA;Tk ðRðoÞ þ XðoÞÞ ¼ lAkHðoÞð~RkðoÞ þ ~XkðoÞÞ;
as visualized in the bottom left of Fig 3A. Since the eigenvectors of the effective connectivity
matrix for homogeneous transfer functions are frequency independent, the mapping to the
mode activity ~RkðoÞ is also constant across frequencies. The modes can be considered as decou-
pled circuits, whose activity is fed back to itself and can be treated in isolation. I.e. an adjustment
of the connectivity of one mode does not inﬂuence the activity of another mode. The sum of
activities in the circuit, however, is independent of the representation
RðoÞ ¼
XN
i¼1
RiðoÞei ¼
XN
i¼1
~RiðoÞuAi :
The spectrum produced by the original circuit is given by the sum of the spectra generated by all
possible mode pairs Eq (25)
CkkðoÞ ¼
XN
i;j¼1
bAij ðoÞTAij;k; k 2 1; ::;N: ð29Þ
Here the spectrum visible in population k receives contributions from all mode pairs i and j.
The prefactors βAij(ω) are common to the spectrum of all populations and thus determine the
global frequency dependence of the spectra. The visibility of the global characteristics of the
spectrum in the spectra of the individual populations is determined by the frequency indepen-
dent factor TAij;k. The prefactor β
A
ij(ω) is large if one of the eigenvalues of the effective connectiv-
ity matrix comes close to one at a particular frequency ω0, resulting in a peak of the spectrum.
Therefore, at peak frequency ω0 the contribution of the critical mode (i = j = c) constitutes the
dominant part of the spectrum and we can approximate the spectrum of the circuit by the
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spectrum of the critical mode Eq (26)
Ckkðo0Þ  bAccðo0ÞTAcc;k: ð30Þ
The anatomical sub-circuit responsible for the peak can now directly be deduced from the deﬁ-
nition of TAcc;k as the outer product of the eigenvectors of the critical mode. Removing the corre-
lations induced by these connections (i.e. substituting the input provided by these connections
with white noise) from the anatomical connectivity matrixMA ! MA  lAc uAc vA;Tc removes the
contributions of the critical mode (in particular the peak in the spectrum), but leaves contribu-
tions of the remaining modes to the spectrum unaltered.
The assumption of identical transfer functions of the populations entering the previous
argument requires equal dynamic states of all populations. This in turn results in all popula-
tions displaying the same firing rates, which disagrees with experimental findings.
We therefore need to take population specific transfer functions into account, resulting in
frequency dependent eigenvectors and eigenvalues and hence frequency dependent representa-
tions of the dynamical modes. The activity of one mode is now given by ~RkðoÞ ¼ vTk ðoÞRðoÞ
~RkðoÞ ¼ lkðoÞð~RkðoÞ þ ~XkðoÞÞ
as illustrated in the bottom right of Fig 3A.
In this case not only the prefactor but also the outer product of the eigenvectors is frequency
dependent
Ckkðo0Þ  bccðo0ÞTcc;kðo0Þ: ð31Þ
The peak in the spectrum and hence the dynamics of the critical eigenmode at ω0 could be
removed by the adjustmentMðoÞ ! MðoÞ  lcðoÞucðoÞvTc ðoÞ. However, due to the fre-
quency dependence of the mode representation, the same set of anatomical connections rele-
vant for this mode at ω0 might also take part in the generation of the dynamics of another
mode at a different frequency. Therefore removing the dynamical contribution of the anatomi-
cal connections contributing to one mode at one frequency will remove this particular oscilla-
tion, but may also impair other modes.
Eigenvalue trajectories are transfer functions of the dynamical modes
The rates observed in population k are given by
Rpopk ðoÞ ¼ eTkRðoÞ ¼
XN
j¼1
~Md;kjðoÞðRpopj ðoÞ þ Xpopj ðoÞÞ ð32Þ
with Xpopj ðoÞ ¼ eTj XðoÞ representing the noise projected into the direction of the j-th popula-
tion. The rate of one dynamical mode is given by
Rmodek ðoÞ ¼ vTk ðoÞRðoÞ ¼ lkðoÞðRmodek ðoÞ þ Xmodek ðoÞÞ ð33Þ
with Xmodej ðoÞ ¼ vTk ðoÞXðoÞ representing the noise projected into the direction of the k-th
mode. From the latter expression we conclude, that the eigenvalue trajectory acts as the transfer
function of the dynamical modes. Considering Fig 4A and 4B we observe that the shape of the
eigenvalue trajectory can roughly be approximated by a low pass ﬁlter with additional factors
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accounting for the mean delay and the delay distribution
lkðoÞ 
lkð0Þ
1þ ioteffk
eiod
eff
k e
s2
deff
k
o2
2 :
The time constant teffk , the delay d
eff
k , as well as the variance of the delays s
2
deff
k
are effective
parameters which, in multi-dimensional networks, are analytically intractable functions of the
network parameters. Their deﬁnitions, however, sufﬁce to gain an intuition for changes in syn-
aptic parameters. The effective time constant determines the convergence speed of the trajec-
tory towards zero. Hence larger effective time constants, potentially arising from large synaptic
time constants, prevent the transmission of large frequencies. Larger effective delays accelerate
the spinning of the trajectory, resulting in resonances at smaller frequencies, but also support
rate instabilities in terms of Hopf bifurcations (see “Stability of the dynamical modes”) Larger
variances of the effective delays compress the eigenvalue trajectory, resulting in smaller peaks
in the spectrum. This effect of desynchronization of population dynamics by heterogeneity in
the connection parameter has been demonstrated previously [87].
Stability of the dynamical modes
To analyze the stability of the circuit, we consider the convolution equation, that describes the
rates in a self-consistent manner, without noise
riðtÞ ¼
Z t
1
XN
j¼1
MAij Hijðt  sÞ rjðs dijÞ ds ¼
XN
j¼1
MAij Hij  rjð  dijÞ: ð34Þ
The variable describing the rate of each population can be replaced by its Laplace back-trans-
formation
riðtÞ ¼
1
2pi
Z i1
i1
eztRiðizÞ dz ð35Þ
for complex z. Here Ri(ω) is the Fourier transform of ri evaluated at the complex Laplace fre-
quency z = iω. Since convolutions simplify to multiplication in Laplace space we get
1
2pi
Z i1
i1
dz RiðizÞ 
X
j
HijðizÞ ezdijMAij|ﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ}
¼ ~MijðizÞ
RjðizÞ
0
BB@
1
CCAezt ¼ 0
) 1 ~MðizÞ	 
RðizÞ ¼ 0:
ð36Þ
This condition is fulfilled if either R(−iz) is an eigenvector R^ðizÞ of ~MðizÞ with eigen-
value λ(− iz) = 1 or R(− iz) equals zero. The integration in Eq (35) can hence be rewritten as a
sum over all solutions z0 2 Z0 for which ~Mðiz0ÞR^ðiz0Þ ¼ R^ðiz0Þ
riðtÞ ¼
1
2pi
Z i1
i1
eztRiðizÞ dz ¼
1
2pi
Z i1
i1
ezt
X
z02Z0
az0 R^iðiz0Þdðz  z0Þ dz
¼ 1
2pi
X
z02Z0
az0 R^iðiz0Þez
0t;
where αz0 are as yet undetermined constants that could be determined when tackling the inho-
mogenous problem. Expressed in Fourier domain we have z = iω so that ez
0t turns into eiω
0t and
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R^iðizÞ into R^iðoÞ
riðtÞ ¼
1
2pi
X
o02O0
aio0 R^iðo0Þeio
0t ¼ 1
2pi
X
o02O0
aio0 R^iðo0ÞeðIðo
0Þþi<ðo0ÞÞ t: ð37Þ
The transfer function h(t) and therefore the effective connectivity as well as the activity ri(t) are
real valued functions in time domain. With the complex component in Fourier domain origi-
nating from the argument ω0, we conclude that ~Mðo0Þ ¼ ~Mðo0Þ has the eigenvector
R^ðo0Þ ¼ R^ðo0Þ if o0 2 R. Thus O0 contains pairs of values o0þ ¼ <ðo0Þ þ iIðo0Þ and o0 ¼
<ðo0Þ þ iIðo0Þ for each ω0. Eq (37) can hence be written as:
riðtÞ ¼
1
p
X
o02O0þ
< aio0 R^iðo0Þei<ðo
0Þt	 
 eIðo0Þt: ð38Þ
with O0þ containing all o
0
þ 2 O0. The equation above reveals that unstable modes exist if there
is a solution with I(ω0)< 0. In the context of the eigenvalue trajectories (Fig 4A) in the micro-
circuit one needs to investigate the solutions for the eigenvalues for complex frequencies ω. It
turns out that all eigenvalue trajectories spiraling around the right side of the critical value one
exhibit an unstable solution (λ(ω0) = 1 for I(ω0)< 0) (see inset in Fig 4A) and vice versa. If the
course of an eigenvalue trajectory is altered by changes in parameters (for example indegrees)
such that it passes the value one for a real valued frequency (λ(ω0) = 1 with I(ω0) = 0), the sys-
tem would undergo a Hopf bifurcation. This can also be shown by mapping Eq (36) to the sys-
tem discussed in [Eq. 2.8 in 88].
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